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MimioStudio™ 8 software for Windows lets you get the most out of 
your Mimioclassroom™ products. it delivers the automatic integration 
that lets your Mimio tools work flawlessly—on their own or together. 
MimioStudio software offers full compatibility with virtually every popular 
software application, including Microsoft office and adobe acrobat.

Create extraordinary lessons 
it’s easy to create with MimioStudio software. its intuitive features and 
simple interface let you pull together images, multimedia, and internet 
links, building interactive lessons effortlessly.

Teach more effectively 
MimioStudio software is the brains behind the Mimioclassroom suite 
of products that make lessons a captivating, hands-on experience. 
MimioStudio 8 software includes an expanded toolset with more 
flexibility for teachers who want to develop engaging lessons. new tools 
include a brush pen, free-form screen clipping, a personal color palette, 
and shape recognition.

Find engaging content 
Word games, quizzes, and hundreds of images are all at your fingertips to 
enhance your lessons. you can find them all within MimioStudio Gallery.

desCripTion

FeaTures

Minimum system requirements 
 
 
 
 
 

Multimedia File support

Multimedia drag-and-drop

Lock objects

adjustable Transparency

resize

Thumbnails

File attachment

Transitions & animations

Writing recognition

audio, Video & screen recording 

MimioStudio 8 Software

Windows XP, Vista, and Windows 7 
Mac OS 10.5+ 
Linux: Fedora, openSUSE, and Ubuntu

For specific system requirements, please visit us at:  
mimio.dymo.com/support/downloads

Import audio, video, and Flash files. 

Easy retrieval/use of audio, video, and Flash files.

Freeze objects in place on page for greater layout control.

Enables layering and emphasis of visual objects.

Objects can be resized to fit on the page, as needed.

Displays multiple images in a single screen for easy access and navigation.

Allows you to embed additional content (e.g., Word file) into an INK file.

Add transitions and animations to objects for more dynamic, interactive presentations.

Converts handwriting into PC font-based text.

Record entire desktop or user-defined region of screen to create a video  
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MimioStudio 8 Software
FeaTures 

 
 

Marker Capture 

Video playback

spotlight & reveal 
 
 

object Cloning 

embedded audio

Gallery 
 

online Gallery 

Hardware integration

shape recognition

 
Brush and pen Tools

Keyboard shortcuts

(with optional audio) for playback. 
Save files for playback. 
Integrated with MimioView™ document camera.

Captures dry erase marker notes and drawings. 
Files can be saved in PDF, JPEG, and HTML.

Play/pause/rewind files embedded in video playback.

Focuses attention on specific area of screen. 
Allows progressive presentation of content on screen. 
Spotlight can be resized. 
Reveals images in multiple directions.

Duplicates static and animated images on screen. 
Faster and easier than cut-and-paste.

Adds sound to objects/images.

Contains variety of ready-to-use backgrounds, pictures, multimedia files and  
lesson content, and other education visuals. 
Nested folder structure enables easy search/find.

Access to country-specific lesson activities, curriculum standards, classroom  
resources, and curriculum-relevant content through mimioconnect.com.

Compatible with all other Mimio hardware (except DMA-01).

Quickly transforms freehand-drawn shapes into perfect shapes that can be filled, 
resized, and re-colored.

Pen tool for drawing and writing. Brush pen for Asian calligraphy and stylized writing.

Single keyboard inputs to invoke popular commands.


